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NextStep for Intel  
The black box is an orphan, but Next's GUI operating system lives on 
in the world of Intel systems 

BEN SMITH 

N ext no longer makes computers. 
But it con tinues to do what it 
has always done best- devel-

oping and delivering system software that 
offers many of the benefi ts of object ori-
entation that Taligent and Cairo still only 
promise. Unlike these o the rs, extStep 
provides easi ly cus tomi zed and eas il y 
linked functional modules today, as it has 
for over four years. 

extStep for lntel Processors brings the 
NextStep environment to 486- and Pen-
tium-based PCs. Data General, Dell , Epson 
America, Hew le tt-Packard , NEC, and 
Siemens Nixdorf are the first PC vendors 
to sign on, and these offer NextStep in-
stalled . The end-user version of NextStep 
for Inte l Processors costs $795. 

I ran NextSlep on an Epson Progression 
NX with a 66-MHz 486DX2 processor, 
36 MB of RAM , and a 525-MB SCSI hard 
drive. I tested its performance and ran the 
PC on a network alongside a Nextstation 
Turbo. It ran well. NextStep brings to PCs 
the consistency of design Nextstation users 
have long enjoyed. From system admin-
istrative databases, down through graphics 
resources, through system library func-
tions, even to the kerne l level, NextStep 
is object -oriented. Best of all , there are 
consistent application e lement s that can 
be plugged together to build ophisticated 
applications. And the performance penal-
ty for all of NextStep's levels of abstraction 
is minor, if even noticeable. 

But NextStep 's lack of an established 
use r base, and the consequent lack of 
shrink-wrapped applications, won't van-
ish overnigh t just because the operating 
sy ·tern now lives·on the mos t popul a r 
hardware platform on earth. The e not 
any technical issues, are the problems that 
NextStep will need to overcome to suc-
ceed on or off PCs. 

NextStep 3.1 
It isn 't just the object-oriented design and 
the Mach-based operating system that have 
made NextStep o popular wi th its users 
and developers; it is also the vi ua l design, 
the graphical e lements that come with the 
system, and the ease of use that these e le-

ments provide the user. Because the inter-
face is so we ll thought out, deve lopers 
have little incentive to diverge from the 
user-interface guidelines. So NextStep ap-
plications have the same high level of con-
sistency that you find in Mac applications. 

NextStep 's application menus and ub-
menus are an example of the qua Iity of 
design of the interface: The screen remains 
uncluttered because only the menus of the 
current application appear on the screen. 
The graphics and text within a background 
window remain active. Users can tear of-
ten-used submenus from the main menu 
so that they can be retained on the screen; 
however, menus and their submenus at-
trac t each other when they are in close 

proximity. Finally, you can easi ly set com-
mand-key equi valent for menus. 

Nex tStep also provides a standard soft-
ware installer and many othe r common 
utilities. By providing commonality among 
the applicati ons and utilities, Next has 
made its operat ing sy tern ve ry easy to 
learn-despite it s Unix underpi nnings. 

Not-So-Neat PCs 
On the Nextstation, Next controlled both 
sides of the hardware-software equation. 
The company could provide direct sup-
port for all Nex t hardware in the operating 
system and ensure that everything worked 
well'toge ther. T he integration between 
software and hardware was well crafted 
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BYTE Unix Benchmarks 

NextStep for Intel 
Processors 3.11 

NextStep 3.0 2 

SCO Unix3 
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All results are Indexed, and higher numbers Indicate better performance. For each index In available on Usenet, In the listings area on BIX, or on disk. 
the Unix tests, a Sun Sparcstallon IPC • 1. The overall index is the average index of each 
individual lest. ' On Epson 66·MHz 486DX2 

BYTE's Unix tests show relative performance for double-precision arilhmelic, the Dhry· • On NextStalion Turbo 
stone 2 benchmark, spawning a process (execlO), file copy throughput, pipe·based context • On Compaq OeskPro 66M 
swilchlng, and running a shell scrip! whh elghl concurrenl scrlpls. Unix benchmarks are 

NextStep runs faster on 66-MH: 486DX2 PCs 1/1011 ir does 011irs 11arivc Nexrsrario11 Turho. 111/icre ir's powered hy a 33-MH: Motorola 68040. NextSrep 
for Intel Processor.1· wasfasrcr 011 all resrs but File Copy. 011 i11dica1io11 of rile Nexwmion's beuer disk caching and bus design. Howe1•cr. NexrSrep proved 
somewhat sloll'er than SCO Unix Sys1e111 \I release 4. Nole 1/tm these resrs do 11ot 111eas11re display peifor111a11ce . Pe1for111a11ce gaps berwee11 SCO Unix 
and NexrStep are masr pro1101111ced 011 sysre111fi111crio11s, so ir appears rhere is sril/ room for kem el and sysrem·ca ff opri111izario11s i11 NexrSrep. 

and solid. Setting up a new Nextstation on 
a network was effortless. 

Things are different in the world of PCs, 
where thousands of vendors sell thousands 
of peripherals. Configuration is rarely easy; 
mixing and matching hardware is almost 
always difficult; and expecting hardware 
vendors Lo offer assistance with operating 
systems other than DOS or Microsoft Win-
dows is unrealist ic. 

As a result of the lack of uniformity 
among motherboards and peripherals, Unix 
implementers on Intel platforms such as 
Next, SunSoft, and SCO have the arduous 
task of providing drivers that are general 
enough to work with most peripherals but 
specific enough to provide optimizations 
that can handle the work 1hat Uni x de-
mands. Whal may be high-performance 
hardware for DOS or Windows may be 
impossible to configure, or a poor per-
former, for Unix. 

Nonethe less, Next has done an excel-
lent job of moving its operating system. 
System configuration was never a prob-
lem on the extstations, and Next has min-
imized PC system-configuration effort with 
a new (and now necessary) NextStep ap-
plication: conf i gure. This applicat ion 
more or less automaticall y sets up the op-
erating system to handle hardware varia-
tions, including installing drivers. 

When building networks with NextStep 
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for Inte l Processors, you have three op-
tions, just as you did on the Nextstation . 
First, you can hook into a Next-based net-
work by just plugging in a cable, relying on 
Next 's Netlnfo to provide domain name 
services. Second, you can connec t to a 
more standard Unix network, although you 
will have to edit some of the initiali zation 
and configuration fil es, just as you would 
on other Unix systems. Third, you can run 
a NextStep PC as a client on a NetWare 
LAN. Getting the Net Ware connection up 
is a little more difficult than Unix net-
working, but it 's possible to do without a 
manual. 

Since NextStep is distributed on CD-
ROM, installation doesn ' t require very 
much user interaction. However, you need 
to be sure that you have followed the brief 
hardware-compatibility guide or you won ' t 
get very far. As I wrote this review, there 
were drivers for only two SCSI controllers 
and just a handfu l of video boards that 
NextStep suppo11ed. 

Nex tStep sits in it s own partition , so 
you can share a hard drive between Next-
Step and DOS. Next provides a multiboot 
utility, so you can specify which operating 
system you wish to run at boot time. And 
you also have access to the DOS file sys-
tem from within extStep. a lthough you 
can ' t run DOS or Windows applications 
directly. For that , you' ll need SoftPC from 

Insignia Solutions. SoftPC for NextStep  
. will ship on the September CD NextStep  
release but will require a separate license.  
Be ides DOS fil e-system support, Next- 
Step also supports the Mac fi le system, so  
you can read Macintosh floppy disks and  
Mac volumes on SCSI drives. 

Making the Move 
Other than the integral DSP (di gi tal sig-
nal processor) capabilities of the now-ob-
solete Nextstation, there is little that the 
Inte l version of NextStep doesn ' t provide 
for developers. ext claims that 80 per-
cent of the applications that ran on Nex t 
hardware are already recompiled for Inte l 
CPUs. Some of the remaining 20 percent 
will never make it through the transition, 
because they were specific to the Motoro-
la hardware or DSP in the Nextstalion. 

But for applications that used NextStep 
libraries rather than hardware-spec ific 
code, the work is more or less already done 
by Next. Developers need do l.ittle more 
than recompile their source code and edit 
their documentation to reflect the differ-
ence in keyboards. Among the popular ap-
plications that have already completed the 
move are Alt sys Virtuoso (an advanced 
Free l-l and-like drawin g program) and 
Mesa (a spreadsheet from Athena Design). 
However, some vendors, most notabl y 
Adobe, have hesi tated to port significant 
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app lications to NextStep for Inte l 
Processors, reluctant to make the 
move to yet another platfom1. 

Theoretically, developing new de-
vice driver for NextStep is quick and 
easy using the object-oriented driver 
architecture and the Driver Kit. Next 
provides high-l eve l driver objects 
(e.g., for Ethernet controll ers), and 
hardware vendors need only add the 
specifics for each device . Since the 
device drivers can be loaded at run 
time (rather than being linked into the 
kernel as in older Unix implementa-
tions), peripheral manufacturers can 
distribute their drivers with their de-
vices, and users can install and con- · 
figure them easily. NextStep for Intel 
Processors is st ill new, and the li st of 
supported hardware is short; it wi ll 
take time to see how well its driver 
architecture works in the real world of 
thou ands of hardware providers. 

Next has partitioned NextStep into 
developer and end-user versions. To between the two systems 
get the development package, you 
need to purchase an end-mer license 
plus a $1995 add-on. The add-on contains 
the Interface Builder, Project Builder, Ob-
jective-C compiler, and other tools, all of 
which the end-user environment lacks. 

Maximum Is Minimum 
NextStep runs on Intel platfom1s-but not 
wimpy ones. Next's recommendations for 
a 16-bit-color NextStep system include a 
486SX or bette r processor, 120 MB of 
available torage, 24 MB of RAM , and a 
high-end g raphic system like Ch ips & 
Technologies' Wingine, De ll 's OGX, 
Compaq's QVision, or ATl's Graphics Ul-
tra Pro. The development system wants 
330 MB of hard disk space. NextStep's 
trademark full-window drags (not outlines) 
require serious graphics hardware, and the 
very best Intel systems are required to g ive 
you smooth performance. 

I tested NextStep for Intel Processors 
on a Wingine-equipped Epson Progres-
sion NX, a 66-MHz 486DX2 with 2 MB of 
VRAM (video RAM) yielding I 024- by 
768-pixel resolution at 16-bit color. Screen 
operations ·were still smoother on th e 
Nextstation Turbo than they were on the 
Progress ion NX. The Progression also in-
cluded a Media Vi ion Pro Audio Spec-
trum sound card for sound support. 

As the benchmark graph shows, ext-
Step for Inte l Processors is somewhat 
slower than SCO Unix running on equiv-
alent machines. However. these bench-
marks mea ure process ing and disk 1/0 
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Windows NT vs. NextStep 
Windows NT 
•  Multiuser, multitasking 

•  Microkemel architecture, 
but unproven in the hands 
of end users 

•  Non-GUI environment Is 
MS.DOS 

•  Windows GUI environment 
provides huge existing 
base of users already fa-
miliar with the interface 

•  Multiple file systems 

•  Local and remote inter· 
process communications 

•  Runs 16-0it and 32-bit 
Windows, and DOS 
cations 

•  Applications development 
Is difficult 

•  Object-oriented operating 
system. and object-orient· 
ed languages for develop. 
ment. but little mapping 

NextStep 
•  Multiuser, multitasking 

•  Production operating. 
system kernel four years 
In the field. 

•  Non-GUI environment is 
Unix 

•  NextStep GUI environment 
more cleanly integrated 
with operating system and 
arguably more Intuitive 

•  Unix file system shared 
with MS.DOS 

•  Local and remote inter· 
process communications 

•  Runs NextStep applica· 
tl ons 

•  Applications development 
Is simple 

•  Object orientation runs 
from operating system to 
development tools 

on ly (not graphics) , so they aren ' t mea-
suring one aspect of performance where 
NextStep should be strongest. 

NextStcp proved a little faster running 
on the 66-MHz Intel CPU than on the 
Nextstation Turbo, at least for simple com-
putations. As shown by the Dhrystone 2 
and Arithmetic (floating-point loops) tests, 
the Intel version is about 30 percent fas ter, 
but it lags somewhat on fi le I/0. Subjec-
tively , NextS tep is very quick on PC ·. 

An important benefit to Next 's move to 
Intel machines is the opportunity that the 
Pentium offer -multiprocessor multi-
tasking. The Mach kerne l is the lowest-
level task of the operating system. It is the 
touchstone of microkernel operating sys-
tems. Because Mach provides an abs trac-
tion of the processor and its tasks, even 
many of the operating-sys tem call s and 
other system services can naturally be dis-
tributed over several processors. As a result 
of the very small e lements 
into which all processes can 
be broken, Mach can inher-
ently make efficient use of 
multiprocessor systems in-
dependent of the type of 
communicatio ns be tween 
processors. 

Ironically , Motoro la's 
680x0 line of processors isn' t 
specifically designed for mul-
tiprocessing. The Pentium is 
designed to support multi-

processor systems, with processor 
sy nchronization logic. This is just 
what NextStep needs, even though it 
will be a few years before multipro-
cessor systems will be economical. 

New Competition 
Back when the t ext machine was a 
workstation. NextStep faced compe-
tition from other workstation operat-
ing systems: variations of Uni x wi th 
Motif, Sun View. or OpenLook inter-
faces . Now, NextStep competes on 
the ultimate open platfom1 and will 
need to find a space among PC Unix 
systems and options li ke OS/2 and 
Windows NT. 

Against Solaris and SCO Unix, 
Nex tStep is comparab le in perfor-
mance and superior in its user inter-
face. Its weak spot is that it is not part 
of the mass movement toward com-
pat ible X Window System-based 
GU ls. 

How abou t Windows NT? It, too, 
is a microkemel-based. 32-bit, multi-
tasking system for networking envi-

ronments and requires top-of-the line hard-
wa re. But Nex tSt ep is more complete, 
already established by u ers and VARs, 
and it is easier to develop application for 
NextStep than for NT. NT's interface is 
Windows, which is already fami liar to mil-
lions of users. extStep's interface is bet-
ter, in my opin ion, but it does not come 
with a large supply of pre.trained users. 

Next 's shift from workstation manu-
facturer to software vendor was a smart 
move: NextStep for Intel Processors is a 
nice system. Those who'll benefit most 
are large corporations already using Next-
stations, because of the ease with which 

extStep applications can be built and cus-
tomized. They wil l reap the immediate 
benefit of less-expensive hardware. 

Extending NextStep's traditional base 
may take a little longer. While it's unlike-
ly that an operating system with suc h a 
small following and so demanding of sys-

About the Product 
NextStep for 
Intel Processors 3.1 
User package .... ..... .. $795 
Developer add-on .. .$1995 

Next Computer, Inc. 
900 Chesapeake Dr. 
Redwood City, CA 94063 
(800) 879-6398 
(415) 366-0900 
fax: (415) 780·3714 
Circle 1225 on Inquiry Card. 

tem resources wi ll ever come 
to domi nate the huge Int e l 
arena, the move to a platform 
where even high-end hard-
ware can get real cheap real 
fast wi ll he lp to ensure thi s 
elegant operating system's fu-
ture . • 

Ben S111i1h is a Bl'TE Lab 1esti11g 
edi1or and 1/ie al//hor af Unix Step-
by-S1ep (Sams, 1990). You can con· 
W CI him Oii BIX as "" /Je11smith ... 


